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BG may get center for ethnic, black studies
By BRUCE LARRICK
Edltoria1 Editor
A proposal tor the establishment
of a Center tor the Study of Ethnic
Cultures, with a special emphasis
on Afro-American studies, Is currently being considered by the administration.
Dr. Stanley Coffman, vice president of academic affairs, said yesterday he has received two proposals for the establishment of an ethnic culture center, an! has Instituted a subcommittee ;o examine
them.
Dr. Raymond Endres, associate
professor of education, prese l'e 1
proposal In connection with a de/elopment program proposal for students from underdeveloped areas,
and Dr. George Herman, assistant
dean of the College of Liberal Arts,
also presented a proposal.
Tne proposals are essentalUy the
same, and would provide for the establishment of a new faculty position of Director of the Center
for the Study of Kthlnlc Cultures,
with the duties of developing a
program for the study of American
subcultures, such as Afro-American, Mexican-Amerlcan, an 1 American Indian.
Dr. Herman described the proposed center as an attempt to de- CANDIDATES SPEAK -Representatives of camvelop a program that can be set pus women listen as aspirants to next year's
up to meet the needs of the time, Student
Council
presidency expound their
and yet be flexible enough for the
future.
"The universities have neglected
black students, and cannot afford
to continue to do so. We are trying to eliminate a gap In the study
of our own culture," he said.

Council Presidency candidates
discuss campaign views with AWS

Dr. Herman said the development
of the center would be similar
to the development of the Center
for the Study of Popular Culture,
In which interdepartmental courses
could be arranged to sjpp'eonmt
the courses already offered in some
departments, along with a lecture
series, a performing arts series,
and a faculty-student exchange program with Central State University.
The main problem Dr. Herman
saw in early Implementation of the
program is the difficulty in obta-n'.ng a competent faculty member to Staff the position of director of the center.
Another problem the program
may encounter Is the limited budget under which the University must
operate for the next two years.
It would take at least $25,000 to start
the program moving, he said.

views. On the panel are (left to right): Frank
Pittman, Bob Michalski, Jan Schnack, and Russ
Haber.
(Photos by Paul Collins*
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PAC boycott of SDS conclave
won't stifle freedom, says Bond

ByJUDYEICHER
Managing Editor
A top administrator yesterday mainBoth Dr. Herman and Dr. Endres tained that the
emphasized that the program would recent refusal
not be Just a special set of courses of the Presithat black students would take, and dent's Advisory
would not attempt to Inculcate In Council to afthe students the values of a speci- ford campus
space to any narlc ethnic culture.
Dr. Endres admitted that the cen- tional SOS conter might draw more black stu- vention In no
Dr. 3ond
dents to the campus, requiring Impinges on the
the consideration of some of his
proposals for the recruitment and
counseling of students from underdeveloped areas, but said this was
not the purpose of the program.
Larry Newman,a senior at FosHe also said he did not foresee a full-fledged program In the toria High , has been selected to
beginning, but rather a development receive the University's first
over a period of four years or Martin Luther Kin? Scholarship.
more, depending on s t u d e n t de- He will receive $1550 to cover
mands for courses in the study of fees, student services costs, and
room and board costs for his
ethnic cultures.
The emphasis at first would freshman year.
Newman was selected from five
be in Afro-American studies, but
as the demand Increased, programs finalists who recently visited the
for the study of the Mexican-Am- campus for tours and an interThe four other finalists
erican and American Indian sub- view.
cultures would also be Included, were Mary Cortez, Hoytvllle;
Cathy Harris, Lima; Deborah ThoDr. Endres said.
For the proposals to be approved mas, Cleveland; and Rosemary
a.il Implemented, they must go Thomas, Sandusky.
through the subcommittee established by Dr. Coffman, the Academic Council, and finally be approved by the President. Since the
Corrsction
proposals do not require the setting
of any new department, the Board of
The News would like to clarTrustees would just have to be inify errors made in yesterday's
formed of the program, and would
issue concerning the DU Bike
not have to approve It.
race. It was Sigma Nu, rather
The tentative list of members
than Theta Chi, which took
for the subcommittee Is: Dr. Frank
second place after the latter's
Baldanzi, professor of English:
bicycle chain broke during the
William i. Harrington, professor of
race.
education; Melvln Hyman, profesWe would like to apologize
sor of speech; Charles I.akofsky,
for the m' stake and hope It
professor of art; John Thomas,
caused no Inconvenience on the
sophomore In the College of Edupart of the fraternity members
cation; and Charles Coolie, Junior
affected.
in the College of Liberal A.-ts.
••.,.....-... • ■
.mwm

University's ideal of freedom of
speech.
"We provide freedom 'A speech
for our local SDS mem'jershlp."
said Dr. James G. Bond, vicepresident of Student Affairs. "But,
not for the national group. Very
few national conferences of any
kind are held at this University.
"We simply are not In the business of renting space and facilities."
No formal proposals to hold the
SDS convention here have as yet
been presented to the Adm.'nlstra-

Fostoria High School student
awarded first Dr. King grant
The other prospective iresnmei.
still plan to enroll at Bowling
Green, however, with the aid of
financial packages worked out for
them by Dr. James Bond, vicepresident of student affairs, and
Dr. Raymond Endres, associate
professor of education.
According to Dr. Endres, the
financial packages will be worth
approximately $1600. They will
consist of fee waivers, National
Defense Loans, and the arrangement of part-time Jobs.
Dr. Endres said he hopes there
will be a sufficient amount of money
in the scholarship fund next year
to provide not only for the renewal of Newman's scholarship,
but the addition of another scholarship for a member of the next
lncom'ng freshman class.
"We hope to eventually have a
continuing scholarship program so
that in any given year we have
a Martin Luther King scholar In
each class," Dr. Endres said.
There is presently about $6,000
In the fund.
According to Dr. Endres, contributions <j£ the fund were made
by Studem Council, United Christian Fellowship, and the Stranahan Foundation, but the bulk is
comprised of individual donations
from the students and faculty.

tlon. However, the PAC last Friday unanimously vetoed any such
SDS convention on the basis of
news media reports which named
BG as a possible, convention site.
In releasing the Friday decision,
PAC memlters said that the stated
nailo 11' goals of SDS are not consistent with those of the BG chapter.
"Their goals are revolutionary,
not evolutionary," explained Dr.
Bond. "Their behavior on the national level Is Just not consistent
with this University. National SDS
memiwrs want to destroy the educational system."
Though there has never been any
reports of violence occurring at
an/ past SDS national convention.
Dr. Bond said he feared SDS "tactics of violence and disruption."
The local SDS, he stated, could
not possibly "discipline members
they don't have."
Bond qualified his fears by adding, "There have been reports of
destruction that occur at these
conventions, and reports of Increased narcotics use."
There has bee-.i no reaction to
the PAC ruling as yet, according
to Dr. Bond. "We have received
no direct contact from anyone associated with the national organization, though two local SIW members were In the office recently
requesting some Information on
space allocation forms."
A University employee of theOfflce of Space Assignments yesterday said she had received no applications for space to hold any
SDS convention activities.
Dr. Bond Indicated that If a forma' request to hold an SDS convention here were placed before
the Administration, the negative
reply would Immediately and formally be given.
The students participating in the
PAC decision Friday were: Student
Body Presidential candidate Frank
Pittman,
present Student Body
Treasurer Ted Arneault, present
Student B)dy Vice-President Lee
McClelland.

Hu PAUL
DA ITT COLLINS
r*r\i I IMC
By
Staff Reporter
Candidates for next year's Student Council Presidency talked to
mem'oers of the Association of
Women Students (AWS) yesterday
afternoon In the student courtroom.
Jan Schnack, president of AWS,
introduced Frank Pittman, Bob Michalski, and Russ Hiber, substituting tor University Party candidate
Tom Maher, who was unable to
attend.
Michalski spoke first, pointing
out that the University lost over
half Its student flnanclal-ald funds
from the federal government.
"Students," he said, "need a
greater voice In state and federal
government, and only leadership
that Is trained In the workings of
state government can bring results."
He said he had spoken with John
D. Millet, chancellor of the state
Hoard of Regents, and learned that,
because of cuts In appropriations,
Students' fees will still have to
be raised.
"Millet Is talking alx>iit a 'compromise proposal,' " said Michalski, "which would raise your fees
about *io per quarter, and would
raise out-of-state students' fees
$50 per quarter."
Russ Haber, running for vicepresident of rules and regulations,
spoke for the University Party.
"I believe Student Council Is a
'rubber stamp," " he began. He
coTUlalned that council is structu -ed under the board of trustees
so that "everything Is done In a
compromising fashion."
"We plan to make Student Council legally a non-profit organization. Tn's has been done successfully at Michigan University."
Haber said incorporation would
lead to a steadier budget and enable
Council tooperatecooperative student housing and a book exchange.
He said Council would profit from
sm ill charges on rent and books
and at the same time force down
off-campus commercial prices.
"We choose to adopt the new
University Code," said Haber, who

Frank Pittman
Bob Michalski
felt It would be better than the system which allowed the suspension
of a student, indicted by a grand
Jury, before he came to trial.
Frank Pittman emphasized that
'ils campaign seeks "respect" tor
student government. "I don't think
any government can be effective
If It doesn't have support from the
students. And an active government, one that moves, will win
the students' respect," he said.
Pittman said that this year's
student government had suffered
from lack of communications be-

Jan Schnack

Russ Haber

tween leaders and students, with
an increase of printed material
from government but little forumtype Investigation of student desires.
The presentations were followed
by questions from the women representatives from each dormitory
and sorority, and two commuter
representatives.
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letters to the editor
Inconsistent goals
The President's Advisory Council has made a grave mistake
in recommending that the University not allow the SDS National
Convention to come to Bowling Green.
The stated reason was that the goals of SDS are not consistent
with the goals of the University. We find it hard to believe that
the PAC could make a statement like this, because at the last
Board of Trustees meeting, a committee was appointed to find out
just what the goals of the University are.
It looks as if the PAC decided it didn't want the SDS convention
here, and just thought up a convenient and vague ulibi. Either
that or the PAC has been designated the official definer of University goals until such time as the committee reports what the
goals are.
There are some other implications of this decision. If the PAC
is going to start barring groups and events on the basis of inconsistency with University goals, then it should take a close look
at the ROTC program here and tell us how its goals are consistent with the University and an SDS convention is not.
This criterion should also be applied to the immense expenditures on intercollegiate athletics, since some people have thought
for a long time thut intercollegiate athletics arc not necessary on
the large scale upon which they are presently organized.
The PAC should also consider the effects of its decision upon
the national offices of SDS. Bowling Green was just one of many
universities in the running us host for the convention, but this decision may be tuken as u challenge and may convince the national
that it should come here. The PAC may just have made a myth a
reality by its shortsighted decision.
Because of all these considerations, it would be wise for the
PAC to reconvene und welcome the SDS National Convention to
Bowling Green.
^^

Mfflfe
By LYLE GREENFIELD
Student Columnist
I don't like cafeterias. The
food's bad, the help Is bad (there's
this big thing about cleaning your
table before you're finished). Last
Wednesday I ate lunch In the student cafeteria, however, and I
confess that I was a bit surprised
to find a tiny naked man about the
size of my wife's small finger
swimming In my cream of mushroom soup. I hate that.
The discovery was made when
the little fellow came up for air.
He began floating on his back.
Beautiful. Completely naked. I
said nothing, but tossed him, a
Nabisco to hang on to. He began
doing the flutter kick around the
circumference of the bowl.
Spashlng and spewing might
have revealed his presence to
others, but the soup was to thick
and lcky. And of course I didn't
want to make a big thing of it,
so I continued sipping the soup
and eating the mushrooms. Really
I didn't swallow anything, though,
because that was a dirty old man

In my soup.
Well then the teeny, dirty old
man began walking on the surface
of the soup. I got curious and
Introduced myself.
"Hello , mister. My name Is
Lyle Greenfield. Who are you and
what are you doing in my soup
without your clothes?"
"Hello, son and American youth.
My name is Richard Nlckson;
this soup is sort of a home away
from home for me. We sometimes feel the need to get away
and strip ourselves of responsibilities. You understand."
"But aren't you the President
of the United States? Shouldn't you
be In Washington giving substance
to the Ideals which we know you
have because you have told us?"
"I want to add at this time that
you are correct—I am the President rule of the United States.
I left Washington for a few months'
vacation in this bowl of soup, troubled. Let me say, however, that
Idealism is merely a youthful
cliche."
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Concerned with
News parable
I am not a little concerned with
your pessimistic anodyne for the
university in yesterday's editorial,
'' Stagnation.'' You seem to suggest
that the teleology of a university
is best defined as relevancy to
"today's world and the student."
If this obligation is not fulfilled, you go, universities will die
at the hands of well-intentioned,
perhaps violent, demonstration. In
your parable, a viable institution
could not possibly be put to death
by a hundred students.
But enough of the parable. In
an age of rhetoric such as ours,
an institution can have an early,
perhaps, premature, funeral
through no Internal weakness .
Prognosis can be In contradiction,
and that is very definitely the
case of much of the current debate on the role of the university
in society.
Take this matter of relevancy.
The term represents a condition
of mind, not a condition of thing.
To say that the university should
be relevant to "today's world"
presupposes a concern for the current, the fashionable, and, possibly, whatever is in vogue.
The fact that the university falls
at the occurence of violence is
perhaps due to the premise that
the university is not preeminently
a power Institution. It is not pro-

Having soup
for lunch?
"But Mr. Nlckson, don't you
feel that we can end the war finally?
Don't you visualize the day when
poverty, racial prejudice and defensive misgivings will be history?
Where are we going?"
"Now listen, young man, let's
be careful where we point the
finger. As far as the war goes,
I simply don't know too much about
It. Got to play It by ear.
"And prejudice & poverty...!say
let those miserable folk take care
of themselves. I can not do everything at once, and right now I'm
working on a bill which will give
corporate presidents a 5 % salary
Increase."
Mr. Nlckson began
pacing back and forth across the
surface of the soup, an 1 I was at
a loss for something to say.
Well, I told the teeny dirty old
man that I had a one o'clock class,
and that I wouldn't be able to talk
any longer. I must admit that I
didn't like the fellow. With about
five minutes to go before I had to
run off to class, I decided to drown
him with my soup spoon. Held the
little fellow at the bottom of the
bowl for nearly four minutes.
"Are you through eating? May
I clean up here?"
"Yes you may, miss. I'm finished." First she scraped my
Jello Into the garbage pot, then the
bow', of soup. She never found
anything unusual. I picked up my
books and left the dining hall
knowing, having worked in a cafeteria before, where the pot of garbage was going.
Ah. But perhaps I should have
thought. For my anonymous deed
will be recalled as Infamous; notorious. History will prove the
tiny dirty old man an average
human. The kind you empathize
with. A captive cog in the great
wheel of...of systems, networks,
frailty, responsible for nothing.
Nothing.
Poor, frail kites we fly these
gusty days! 0 well.
My friends, it Just might be that
the sports page is the front page,
and that you are on the sulcld*
squad. I hope not.
My love, hope and Tally ho!
Have fun.

gram iiedto answer the violent In
any way which will appease the
violently-inclined.
But this is
not an indictment of the university's lack of relevance.
This Is an Indictment of the university as measuring relevance In
the quality of life rather than the
quantity of life. Power and its
ingredient, violence, are clearly
' 'plugged Into'' a quantitative evaluation of society...so many bodies
here...so many bodies there. In
short, the premises of relevancy
differ.
The university is not

muscle - bound. The premise of
social demand and social relevancy
are.
As Jacques Barzun has pointed
out so well In another place, the
idea of the university as an Institution concerned with the quality
In life may die in a pragmatic,
service-oriented society, but It
will surely live In another time
and place. There is a cause for
optimism.
Malcolm B. Campbell
Dept. of Education

Citadels of reason because...
Universities are "...the citadels
of reason," quoth Dr. Hamilton.
Reason Is weapons-systems research conducted by faculty members?
Reason is suspension from
classes until proven innocent?
Reason is training future members of the Oakland police force?
Reason is TV lectures, multiple
choice tests and yellowed notes?
Reason is counterlnsurgency
programs designed by university
Institutes?
Reason Is ROTC on campus?
Reason Is the overt racism Of
BGSU students?

Reason Is chemical-biological
warfare research conducted on university campuses?
Reason is the Interim University
Code?
Reason is the manipulation of
universities by large corporations?
Reason is Marine recruiters on
campus?
Reason Is a University police
force?
Reason is the absurdity of all
of this?
Reason is...ad nauseam.
Tom Shelley
143 W. Wooster

:■:■:■:::::

Black is...

.

By DENNIS MCMICKENS
Student Columnist
Black Is a color, a skin color. It ranges from the whitish black of
mlscegnatlon to the blackish-black of pure African stock.
Black Is Africa; her lost civilizations, her riches, her soil, her
people.
Black Is slavery; the Emancipation Proclamation, freedom, secondclass citizenship, Inequality.
Black is America; exploitation, oppression, suppression.
Black is confrontation with White; violence, racism, prejudice, discrimination, segregation.
Black is Civil Rights; Martin Luther King Jr., sit-ins, demonstrations,
de facto segregation.
Black is Revolutions; Malcolm X, Stokley Carmlcheal, H. Rap
Brown. Eldridge Cleaver. Huev Newton.
Black Is education; history, culture, heritage.
Black is the ghetto; discontent, riots, racist police.
Black is power; pride, beautiful, unity, liberation, equality.
Black Is your consciousness; your mind, your soul, your thought.
Black Is knowing what you are, accepting what you are, and being
what vou are..BLACK!

Social revolution
By JACK LAUTERMILCH
Student Columnist
This column might be an essay on why I feel intellectually alienated
from SDS; or It might be that I'm not Intellectual enough; or It might
be Just a bunch of garbage stemming from my non-pragmatlc,vlsionary,
Idealistic, warped mind. I hope it's the latter, cause that's cool.
Both types of revolution center around th? concept of power; Who
holds and wields It. Political power exists only Insofar as the social
power of a larger group is vested (concentrated), voluntarily or
otherwise, In the hands of a few. Power is a nonentlr until It is
concentrated; until it can be wielded, and hence become oppressive, as
it must be.
Social power on the other hand Is the anarchist freedom of the Individual. (Anarchy and Individuality requiring respect for the right
of others.)
A political revolution seeks to 'let the people decide', period.
Majority rule. Now and forever. The connotation here being that the
majority constitutes right when, in reality, all they constitute is law.
And to hell with that stuff.
This would be fine if the losing minority were not involved. But
they are.
Their only alternatives to oppression being to join or
destroy the majority; hence making themselves part of the 'ruling
class' (majority).
Participatory Democracy, even in its' most just form, taken as an
end in Itself, In far from perfect. In this context it is ethically corrupt.
(The basis for the ethnic being freedom for all). For a benevolent
dictatorship is still a dictatorship.
Social revolution, however, demands the eventual abolition of government. The prime purpose of government being to eliminate Itself
through the ellm;nation of a need for it.
Freedom is anarchy, nothing less. Hence, the true social revolutionary is an anarchist. He Is not a nihilist, for the gap left by the
removal of oppression is filled with the non-oppressiveness of freedom.
The political revolutionary wishes only to change horses; in order
to get a better one. The social revolutionary wishes to wipe out his
horses. Down with Fllcka! Outlaw hay and oats!
Machines rule and are ruled. Men do neither.
When a machine slips on a banana peel, we laugh. When a man
slips we help him up. Our job is to Una the streets of America with
banana peels. Today United Fruit. Tomorrow the world.
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■■From Associated Press

Pompidou joins race
Edited by Ken Berzof ■

Irish minister gives farewell
BELFAST - Capt. Terrence O'Neill, making his farewell address
as prime minister, appealed yesterday for an end to Northern Ireland's ancient feuds and warned that a government based on Protestant ascendancy must fall.
The 54-year-old former army officer blamad the defeat of his
six-year efforts at bridge-bulldlng between Protestants and Roman
Catholics on "the machinations of wicked men who have preached
and practiced hatred in the oame of God."
O'Neill quit office Monday after falling to swing his Protestantbased Unionist party behind his adoption of universal suffrage in local
elections.

Electoral reform wins vote
WASHINGTON - A constitutional amendment calling for the direct
popular election of the president in place of the present system af allotting electoral votes by states won overwhelming approval yesterday
in the House Judiciary Committee.
By a vote of 28 to 6 the committee gave the proposed amendment a
strong push down the long and dlfflcu't road toward ratification.
Kve.i if finally approved, It is unlikely to be in effect by the 1972
election.
The main purpose of the proposal Is to insure that the presidential candidate who receives the most votes across the nation wins.

Nuclear expert warns US
WASHINGTON - Adm. Hym?n G. Rlckover, the retired Navy nuclear
power expert, warns the United States Is threatened with losing Us
aulcear submarine superiority and should deploy the Safeguard antimissile system now.
Rlckover said In a letter to Sen. John O. Pastore, the Soviet submarine buildup "should deeply worry every American." By the end
of this year, he added, the United States may lose "the superiority
in nuclear submarines we have held for many years."
Some ABM opponents have suggested the decision whether to deploy
the Safeguard be postponed for a year pending further study.

Senators ask to halt closings
WASHINGTON - The Senate poverty subcommittee approved yesterday on a party-line vote a resolution calling on the Nixon administration to suspend its plans to close down 59 Job Corps Centers.
The resolution, proposed by Sen. Alan Cranston, D-Callf., is to go
before the full Labor Committee today.
The resolution would not have any binding effect on the administration, but it would express the "sense of the Senate" that no Job Corps
installations should be closed until Congress has had an opportunity
to review the antipoverty program which uncludes the Job Corps.

> PA.7IS (AP) - Former Premier
Georges Pompidou announced yesterday he will run In the interest
of continuity for the presidency
abandoned by Charles de Gaulle.
He recleved oulck Gaulllst support.
De Gaulle himself, however, has
decided to remain neutral during
the campaign to choose his successor. Informed sources said.
The general, who stepped down
Moniiy after voters defeated a reform bill on which he had
staked
his Job, was reported to have passed
word to his followers that he will

keep silent until a successor Is
elected.
Pompioou's candidacy was endorsed unanimously by the ruling
committee of the Gaulllst Union for
the Defense of the Republic and later by a caucus of UDR members
of the National Assembly.
In the first 36 hours after De
Gaulle's resignation became effective, the transfer of power to an
interim president, Senate President Alain Poher, has been made
without fanfare, and the country was
calm.

Grad senate suggests changes
ing Green due to their non-resident status.
Another committee, headed by
Vlnce Zaffke of the philosophy department, is making recommendations to the Graduate Council concerning proposed changes of foreign
language requirements.
"We must confront the argument
of those who seek to have graduate
language requirements abolished

According to Chairman Paul
Louis, the Graduate Student Senate
besides serving as a representative
graduate body, "allows grad students an orgalnzed way to exert
Influence as a group In university activities."
Organized only last fall, the
Graduate Student Senate meets once
or twice monthly. "Personally, I
think it has been quite a success
so far," noted Louis.
The body has seated representatives on a number of policymaking conmUtees and councils,
Including the graduate and academic
councils, the President's Advisory
Committee, and a number of Faculty Senate committees.
"The Senate has considered proposals concerning the drafting of
grad students" said Louis. The proposed policy requests that grad students in good standing who withdraw Crom 'he University for service In the armed forces be allowed to return to their program
upon completion of duty, provided
they still meet the requirements
for admission which were formerly applicable.
Louis cited two senate committees curren'ly working on various
problems facing the grad student.
The Voting Com ilttee, of which
Bill McArtney is chairman, Is In
the process of attempting a change
In current voting legislation. Neither grad students at the University
nor their wives can vote in Bowl-

' " °"

-ACADEMY AWARD—
WINNER-BJEST ACTOR!

CLIFF
ROBERTSON

The University Union
Proudly Presents

THE
JOHNNY MATHIS
SHOW

State prison guards strike
COLUMBUS - A strike by prison guards curtailed activities at
two prisons in Ohio yesterday and National Guard troops took their
place at the state penitentiary.
More than 125 guards - two - thirds of the day shift - Honored picket lines formed in front of the penitentiary Monday midnight
The striking guards, members of the American Federation of State,
Coun+v and Municipal Employees Union, say they seek a $1,500 across
the board pay raise. Salaries now start at $4,990 annually for all Institutions except the penitentiary where the starting wage is $5,240.

RO TC problem with such Ivy League
schoo's is Princeton, Brown, Yale,
Cornell and Dartmouth, and nonIvy schools Including Tulane, Stanford ani Brlgham Young.
In the search for a compromise
solution of ROTC difficulties on a
number of campuses, Kelley said
the Pentagon is amenable to some
technical changes.
But, he added, "to eliminate the
essence of ROTC - the blending of
military with civilian - Just won't
be done."
He indicated that the Pentagon
might look favorably on shifting
the performance of ROTC responsibilities to the summer vacation
period, rather than requiring a
ROTC student cadet to spend time
during the college year on military studies and drills.

Cla-zel

Eve. at 7:30, 9:30 - Sat. & Son. Mat. - at 2, 3:45, 5:3G

CAPE KENNEDY, Fla.
- "Atlantis" Is the name of a $100mllllon undersea laboratory proposed by the University of Miami.
If all goes well, the lab could begin operations within four years
on te ocea.1 loor near Miami. It's purpose: to develop a national capability for exploiting the continental shelf.
As proposed by the university, Atlantis could be the testing ground
for future Navy underwater combat centers to direct antisubmarine
warfare operations.

WASHINGTON (AP) - Secretary
of Defense Melvin R. Laird yesterday offered to consider changes thV would improve the college
Reserve Officers Training Corps
ROTC program, but said, "We are
not prepared to see the ROTC
program degraded in any way."
Laird's statement was read to
a news conference by Asst. Secretary Roger T. Kelley, the Pentagon's manpower chief, who said
changes are under way toward
"civlllanlzlnr"
the teaching of
some courses such as military science and reducing the number of
ROTC type technical courses to
relieve the workload on students.
Kelley disclosed that he and manpower chiefs of the Army, Navy,
and Air Force had discussed the

and those who view them as necessary requirements" explained
Zaffke. "Business and science majors make up the former group,
while those In lium-nltles compose
the latter."
The committee's stand on the
subject Is that the requirements be
retained but simplified. "Each department should make clear Its
requirements," said Zaffke.

Th oT M

Miami proposes sea lab

New ROTC revisions
considered by

His next move Is to meet Friday with the Cabinet. Dates for the
new presidential elections will be
set at this meeting. The firs* round
was expected to be June 1, with the
runoff two weeks later.
Under French law, the two candidates having the highest number
of first-round votes face each other
in the ru.ioff. The presidential
term is for seven years.
Poher, meantime, declined to say
whether he would himself be a candidate. A number of fellow Centrists have been urging him io run.

SATURDAY, MAY 10
i'{

8.00 P.M.

Tickets: $4.00 Chair Res.
■$3.50 Bleacher, Fleer Gee. Ada.
$3.00 Beech Res.
Tickets Orders
Now Being Taken In
Union Front Lobby
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Course rating project planned
By RICH BERGEMAN
Assistant Editorial Editor
If Linda Eitel has her way,
University students will no longer
have to rely on their roommate's
opinion of a prospective professor
and his course.
Miss Eltel, North Hall representative to Student Council, has
been working on a course evaluation program throughout the last

19CC Honda. Heft h.xc. Cond., ( all
B23-GI91 or 823-618'!
Hrendi'lt Human "air Wig. <Jlr.
lenitUi.
10OT human halr--bost
offer. 353-45M
•63 VW HUB—with curtains, avaUatile Imm. $1096. 3M-7343
•68 camrru, 7.-28, spoiler, etr.
Handy 140 l ompton Hall.
12x60 2-Bed. col. Mobile Mom.
furnished 302-6588.
'62 l orvalr Monza
offer. 304-0852

*200/Beal

Tr-4A
I960 tic. < ond. 30,000
ml. Wire wheels must see. t all
302-1061.
TOR Kl.NT

two quarters. She managed to
push a bill through Council setting
up a committee and funds for the
undertaking, but due to budget
problems there has been no money
available for the project.
So the groundwork Is hopefully
being laid for next year.
According to Miss Eltel, "All
we need now is $3,000—the cost
of using the computers." Most

of the plans have been made, Including a questionnaire which, with
the help of Joseph Scott, instructor
In the German department, and
Student Body President Nick Llcate, took more than a m>nth to
compile.
"The purpose is to let the students know who the good profeessors are," she said. "The
program would enable students to

classifieds
Female room*nate wanted for summer to share two bedroom Apt.
from June: 304-2203.

Must Hent! I or 2 Girl room-kllcMn privileges. 401 S. Crove
$!5/w». Allie, 109-K-B

LOST: U.S. Diver Rocket Fins In The Betas would like to congratHOTC parking lot. $0.00 Reward ulate Sally and "Coach" on their
Ph. 293 MrC lure, i ollert.
recent engagement.

Needed: Two girls to share \pt.
for summer. Alr-cond. and rlos*
to rampus.
in. i Marslia 3549884.

Don & Debbie—Congratulations on
your Beta pinning- -Beta's.
Panhead: A TEAM Is only what
Its COACH makes it, NUMBER II (ongratulaUona to Sue and Geoff
on your recent Beta pinning—Betas.
Pom igranlte: It takea a GRANITE
Sally—There's no defense against
Foundation to build the BEST.
love. Congrats on your engagement!
The Glrla who took the COUCH Candy.
from Sand lUdge Itoad, Contact
Imm. 302-0209. Belongs to a bus. Phi Kappa Tau's—Alpha Phi's say:
Thanks for the Great Tea!
Thank you very much.

IOi40 Pan, Mobile Home. This
sumin.fr. 352-6088.
2 l-lnn. Newlove Apt. for sum ner.
2 blot-as from campus, c aU Pam
-113 East, eat. 2711.
I bdrm. furn. Charles Apt. for
summer. 2 blocks from campus,
(all Judy 413 East, eat. 2711.
I bedroom Furnished Apt. Available for summer. Call 354-9195
any evening after 6.
Apt. for aummer Qtr. For married couple. 352-0720.

was really nice of us. Marilyn.
Mock Trial! Commw Pleas Court.
May 1, Thursday 6:30 p.m. Jury
picked from Audience.

Keep it up:

VOI.UNTKKKS WANTED—SOCIAL
PSYCHOIXJCICAI. EXPEKIMENT.
Men-ltoj-n*:
Sept. « June. Ph. TIME INVOLVED: HOUli AND A
HALE, PAYMENT: J1.50CALLSO353-8241 or 354-6891.
CIOI.OGY SMA1.I. GROUP l.ABOKSummer housing for four Students. ATOItY HETWEEN 1 AND 5 p.m.
7-room house, alr-cond. 10 mln. EXT. 3291.
from :ampue. Call after 10. 354Glrla: Whether you're pinned, en8931.
gaged, or Just hoping, you'U find
Apt. for 4, summer session, $10 something of Interest at Mortar
Hoard's SUver Display. AU day
per week. Call 303-4965.
today In the Alumni Room.
LOST AND FOUND
Slg Ep Scott--! love you—from
LOST—l-tarl necklace, Sat. Apr. your Pln-throwlng Pinmate, Linda.
19 In vicinity of Student Union.
It la a senUmental keepsake. Re- t ongratulaUons Uarb anl loe, and
ward. CALL after 4 p.m. Collect Sandy and Howie on your plnnlngsZBT.
1-382-3361.

Baby ri.eta Chl's--we dig your
acUon. Baby Mu's.
Lion Cuba love their big a-- Eta
pledge class.
XI Pledges say thankatothe AEPI'a
for a bright Saturday morning.
Ride wanted for 2 to exit 9 Friday. 352-5070.
Congratulations Bob and HeidiSally.
Thanks Xl's for a great Ume at
the Beta 000. Congratulations on
your double victory. Kappa Slg
Pledges.
SAE's-we had a thumping good
time Sat. Thanks. Phi Mu Pledges.
Golden Hearts aay—Conjrata to
all the Beta and bike men.

BUSINESS AND PERSONAL

Charter Flights anywhere, anyUme. Congratulations Sherry & Starchy
Single or m ilUenglne. Call 353- on your Pike lavallerlng--The Bro1701.
thers of PI Kappa Alpha.
Pink Pam.ila: Did you mink I had CongratulaUons Kathy& Jim, Terry
forgotten you'.' Don't worry, we're *
' ''•' on their plnnlngs. Good
still going to get together. Jon. choice men! slg Fp Pledges.
c ongratulaUons to Sandy «. Tom, 3rd Floor Mooney: Thanks a mllMarllyn A Dave on your plnnlngs, lion for the surprise shower. It

Congratulations Jan & Dave, Sally
ti Dick on your engagements, Sandy & Carl. Sanly & Tom, Donna
& Mike on your plnnlngs, and Phyllis & Doug on your lavellerlng.
The Baby Owl'a say—SUPPORT
LA7 ROME.
The Tau Twelve thank the Phi Mu's
for a mean clean.
The Sisters of Kappa Delta are
lovln' Marcla Johnson'a Plnlll.
ATO'a-you sweep us off our feet.
Phi Mu Pledgea.
Congrats to the SAE'a and the
Slg Eps for racea well ridden and
well run. The Baby Owla.

The Betas would like to congratulate
ALPHA XI DELTA
AND
SIGMA PHI EPSILON
on winning the Beta 'Little 500"

WEDNESDAY:

pick the best professor available
and at the same time, It would
show the professors just what
the students are looking for."
The program would work like
this--.: standard questionnaire
with 17 questions and four IBM
cards would be given a random
group (like the first half of the
alphabet) at registration. The
student would be asked to evaluate
the courses and Instructor he had
the previous quarter.

OLD-TIME MOVIES

The questionnaire will Include
nine general and eight specific
questions.
An example of one
of the first nine questions would
be to rate the statement, "The
professor's ability to stimulate
you In this study area," on a
1, 2, 3, 4, 5 scale. A specific
question, like "Did the professor allow sufficient time for questions?" or "Did the professor
have any distracting mannerisms?" would be answered "yes,
no, or sometimes."
The students would be asked to
fill In the name of the professor
and course on the IBM card anl
then proceed to mark answers to
the questions on the card.
Once this data Is computed it
will be compiled, along with remarks by the professors on '.heir
own courses and basic course
descriptions, in a file to be possibly placed In the Action Line
office. Students could call In to
get information on courses In which
they may be planning to enroll.
"I have a lot of confidence In
It," she said. "The questions will
give a good Indication of w'l/it the
course and professor Is like."
Miss Eltel, who Is running for
Council again next year, said
skeptics of the program say that
the area Is too broad to cover
and that the cost is too prohibitive.
The cost element is even more
of a problem because Miss Eitel

Tau Twelve
Congratulate

ATO
ACTIVES
Highest
Average
2.722

Linda Eitel
hopes to have the evaluation file
re/lsed each quarter. This could
mean $3,000 every quarter.
"Everything depends on how
much money we are able to get,"
she said. "And that depends on
student Interest—If they want It,
then we could probably get unlimited funds, and possibly have
the administration fund it."

campus
calendar
SKI CLUB
Will meet at 6:30 p.m. today
In 202 Hayes Hall.
FRENCH MOVIE
Entitled "Porte des Lllas"wlll
be shown at 6:30 tonight In the auditorium of the Education Building. The movie, which features
English subtitles is open to the
public. Admission is 50 cents.
FOLK CLUB
Will ho'd Its elections at 8 p.m.
tonight In the Alumni Room of the
Union.
WOMAN'S INTRAMURAL
ASSOCIATION
Will hold Its elections today
and tomorrow in the Main Lounge
of the Women's Building. Polls are
open from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m.
BOWLING GREEN VETERAN'S
CLUB
Will meet at 7 p.m. today In
the Capitol Room of the Union. All
former servicemen are invited.

GARY OSBORNE
Congratulations on winning the

THURSDAY: 7.30-9.30 GOOD TIMES
LIVE ENTERTAINMENT:
INDEPENDENT KLAUS

SUNDAY: w.c

FIELDS FILM FESTIVAL
8 AND 10

Wot
Written Jfnn

bike race speed lap.
Your Brothers of Phi Kappa Psi

CONGRATULATIONS

Brothers of SAE
on the
bike race
Victory
MANY MORE TO COME
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"SWANSATIONS''--Members of the University Swan Club rehearse a routine for tomorrow night's opening performance.

Swan Club presents
annual water show

Tne University Swan Club will present Its annial water show In the
University Natatorlum, tomorrow, Friday, anl Saturday at 8:30 p.m.
The theme of this year's show is "Swansatlons,"a tribute to alumni.
Houtlnes used In the performance are the outstanding selections from
the past 24 Swan Clu"> shows.
The cast consists of 27 girls ui 1 6 members of the men's swimin'ng
team. The enUre cas» will open with a "Sentimental Journey." The
men's swimming team will follow depleting Indian warriors. Jan Matlus, a senior In education, will portray "The Shadow " a routine featuring difficult underwater skills.
IMlvlng
the es:a;» of two convicts, Marsha Hunker anl Curly
Corbett, juniors In education, are chained together throughou' the
entire routine. An lllum'nateJ wagon train, swum during a blackout,
hlglillghts "Covered Wagons," a feature from the 1966 show.
"The Pirates," a precision march which recently won the title of
Intercollegiate Team Champions, features the 12-momber dolphin chain,
a tradition of the Swan Club. Following the march Is a portrayal of
athletic events In statuary marble form by Tom Carton. Junior In
eral Arts.
A Spanish flamenco dancer, Alice Gordon, Junior In Education, represents the presidential solo, "Granada." The show Is closed by the
entire cast swimming In unison to "Grande Old Flag."
The show Is directed by Iris Ani'ews, associate professor of physical education. Tickets are available In the Union or by check payable
to Swan Club, BGSU, In care of Miss Dorothy Luedtke, Women's Building. General admission Is $1 and student tickets are 75 cents for Thursday

r-jianning
Clacpment
BUSINESS LISTINGS:
May 5. Glldden-Lhirkee; VISTA
May 6. VISTA.
May 7. VISTA: Anaconda American Brass Company.
May 8. Del Monte Corporation.
SCHOOL LISTINGS:
May 5. Ida Public Schools,
Mich; Henry County Schools,
(Evening Also); Edison Local Bd.
of Ed.,; Adrian Public Schools,
Mich.

May 6. Napoleon Schools, (Evening Also); Wood Couity Schools,
East China Public Schools, Mich.;
Tekonsha Comm. Schools, Mich.;
Washington Local Schools, (Evenlnj Also).
May 7. Hopewell-Louden Local
Schools,; Bettsvllle Local Schools,
Brown City Comm. Schools, Mich.;
Thornapple-Kellogg Schools,
M:ch.; Durand Area Schools, Mich.
May 9. Mercer County Schools.

The BUTTON HOLE TRIM

& KNIT Shop
YARNS BOOKS
KNITTING NEEDLES
KNITTING AIDS
166. South Main Street

Phone 352-5600

DU Sports
Car Rally
SATURDAY MAY 3
1:00 P.M.

Save on spring coats in regular
and tropical weights, regular $21

16.90
Choose from 2 and 3 button styles, center and side vent models.
All the latest checks, stripes, plaids and solids of the season.
Fabrics include DacronR and rayon and DacronR and cotton.
Sires 36 to 46 regulars, 37 to 46 longs. Take advantage of the
great savings to add new variety and color to your wardrobe.
Lasalle's Men's store main floor.

LASAIJLES
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|ris51S31 VISTA fo launch
research fends

I drive for workers

University professor Dr. Irwln I. Oster has
been awarded a $34,394 grant by the National
Aeronautics and Sfcace Administration.
The new award brings Dr. Oster's total grants
from NASA for his continuing research on the
effects of space flight conditions on fruit flies
to $283,443.
The noted geneticist will use the funds for research stemming from his analysis of the material
recovered from Blosatelllte II, a capsule which
successfully carried 13 biological experiments
In a two-day space orbit.
Dr. Oster has found that the heredity chromosomos in the astro-fruit files were broken.
The files transmitted the defect to their offspring with the result th.it each generation Is
Inferior to the last.
Dr. Oster chose to use fruit files In his experlments because their genetic make-up is
similar to that of a human being.
Further research will be centered on the factors presumably causing the breakdown: radlatlon and weightlessness. Dr. Oster's latest plans
calls for an Investigation of simulated cosmic ray
exposures by using the heavy particle accelerators at the University of California In Berkeley.

Dr. Irwin I. Oster

College students from all academ
mic backgrounds are In le.nand
•:•:•
by VISTA, the national corps of
:•:•:;
anti-poverty workers.
£:|:
*j:j
Representatives from VISTA will
:•:•:•
be on campus May 5-7 to seek
::•:•:
qualified candidates who are will:•:•:;
ing to spend one year In service.
'■;'■:'■:
An Information booth will be set
■'■•'■•'■
up In University Hall In the Main
:•:•:•
Floor from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. each
•:•:•:
day of the drive.
:|:|:j
"While I Run This Race, "a color
■;'■:■:
documentary narrated by Charlton
::•:•:
Heston with a musical score by
:•:•:;
Charlie ByrA will be shown on the
•:•:•:
third floor of the Union at 11 a. m.
'$#
an1 4 p.m. each day of the drive.
'■_:■/.
The short film shows VISTA volv>:
unteers working with the people of
<&&
their com m ml ties to meet the chal■:%•:
:■:■■'■lenges of todav.
■:•:■:
The striking success of the 4200
:<■'.
VISTAs now In the field has led to
sg
requests for over 18,000 more from
social service agencies throughout

Michigan students rebel against rent prices
Delta Zetos Soy:
Boost Falcon

TENNIS
TODAY
Beat Marshall!!

ANN AR80R, Mich (AP) _ A
rent strike in this college town
threatens to spread to other college locations, including Bow'.lng
Green, next fall as students explore a method of fighting what has
long been a frustrating aspect of
college - high rent for tight quarters.
About 1,200 University of Michigan students are wltholdlng rent
rent from private landlords, deposit In; the money In a bank at
Windsor, Oat, Detroit's Canadian
sister city.
The students are seeking shorter leases, better maintenance and
lower rents, and have formed a
Tenant's Union.
The major announced aim of the

New deadline

WOVATA MOVATA MOVATA MO
rA MOVATA MOVATA MOVATA
OVATA MOVATA MOVATA MOVA1
MOVATA MOVATA MOVATA MO
TA MOVATA MOVATA MOVATA
OVATA MOVATA (MOVATA MOVE
MOVATA MOVATA MOVATA MO

LITTLE FUZZIE'S

Alpha XI
Are
No. 1

You can't buy a new
'61 Volkswagen.
But you can buy
new '61
Volkswagen parts.
In fact, you can buy enough parts new
for a "61 VW to build a new '61 VW.
If that's how much you liked your old
one.
We have 4000 ports on hand lor know
where we can get our hands on them
quick).
Which is nice lo know even if all you
need is one part. For any year VW.
No matter what vear von hrinn it in

Evening Service Hours Mon. & Thurs. Till 9 p.m.

Lou La Riche, Inc.

AA
9201 Haza at Rt. 224 East W
(Opp. Ft. Findlay Shopping Center)"
Phone: 422-6424
Findlay, Ohio

Tenants' Union Is to force landThe students claim rents in the
lords to recognize it as collec- city of 66,000 range from 9270
tive bargaining agent for the 15,000 to $340 a month for a four-man
students who live off-campus.
furnished apartment with a living
Stuart Kats, 25, a member of room, two bedrooms and a kitchen.
the union's steering committee, University officials who coordinate
said strike action is under consid- listings of offcampus housing say
eration at the University of Cal- the range is more like $240 to $300.
ifornia-Berkely,
Michigan State
University and the University of Detroit. He added that requests for
information have been received
The deadline for applications
from students at Central Michigan
for Stulent Body Boards and
University, Eastern Mlchlga-i UniCommittees has been extended
versity, Harvard, University of
to Friday.
Kentucky and Bowling Green.
Applications miy be picked
The Tenants Union has filed a
up In 405 Student Services
federal antitrust suit charging the
Building from 9 a,m. to 5 p.m.
landlords with price fixing.

AUTHOHI2CO
0CUC4

the country.
VISTA Is Interested In people who
are willing to dedicate one year
living and working with the poor,"
said I ee von Conner, coordinator of
the Bowling Green University drive.
"We are especially Interested in
college students who feel they have
particular talent which can be used
to fight poverty. Vigorous, bright,
young people are especially valuable In developing education, recreation and community organization
programs."
VISTA Volunteer program? are
located all through the U.S., Including Hawaii and Alaska. VISTAs
serve In urban and rural slums. In
lobs Corps Centers, on Indian Reservations, in migrant labor communities and in mental health program.!.
"An applicant doesn't need any
particular skills to Join VISTA,"
said Mr. Conner. "Selection Is
based on emotional stability, maturity, resourcefulness, dependability, motivation and ability to
help themselves. Volunteers help
communities to help themselves by
working and living with the people
they serve."
To Join VISTA one must be at
least 18 years old. There are no
entrance requirements or examinations. Married couples may serve
together if both are accepted and
do not have dependents 18 years
or younger.
They organize and help run remedial an 1 adult education classes,
health programs designed to meet
the needs of the community.
Each volunteer
receives six
weeks of Intensive training, including field experience for the area
where he will be serving.
Volunteers receive $50 monthly
which is paid at once at the completion of service. In addition,
VISTA workers receive an allowance for personal expenses, food
and housing.
VISTA recruits, select and train
volunteers, then assign them to projects th -oughout the country. A volunteer m-.y request a certain project. The volunteers are sponsored
by local agencies, public and private, state and local and work under local supervision.

SigEp
Golden Hearts
Say:

CONGRATULATIONS
SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON

Coigratelatiois

On Your Victory At The

Great Week.

D. U. Bike Race

We're lovii'
The New Trophies!

Brothers, 0i A

-Snakes

THE CANTERBURY INN
IS PROUD TO ANNOUNCE
PLAYING NEXT THREE WEEKS

WEDNESDAY THRU SATURDAY
STARTING APRIL 30th

THE PRIMARY COLORS
DON'T MISS THEM
OPEN

DANCING STARTS AT 8:30 PM

FUOTLONG HOT DOGS

V.cJ. 8. THURS. - 6:00PM - 2:30 AM
Fkl. & SAT. - 1:00 PM - 2:30 AM

30c
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Falcon netters face tough schedule;
play four matches in four days
By KEN BERZOF
Assistant Sports Editor
'Tls the season to play tennis,
when the sun shines anl the breeze
blows, and playing tennis Is just
what the Falcons will be doing this
week as they face a rugged schedule of four matches covering the
short span of the next four days.
Today the Falcons meet Marshall, tomorrow they compete with
Notre Dame, and Saturday their
opponents will be the Kent State
Flashes; all three matches are
homo contests. On Friday, BG travels on the road to face a waiting
Eastern Mlghlcan squad. As an
added attraction Saturday, the two
freshmen squads fro BG and Kent
will square off In i match along
with the varsity. It will be the
first match this year of BG's threegame freshman schedule.
The Varsity netters are currently
5-4, riding a four-game win streak
in the last five matches. Their record at home stands at 1-0, the win
coming last Saturday against Western Mlghlgan In a fine 7-2 show-

In doubles competition, the number one team of Cavanaugh and
Miller have paired for a 7-2 ledger. The second team Is currently
composed of Costello and Dan Norris, with a record of 2-1, and the
third team has Guenter Herold and
Mark Goldner, who are unbeaten
in their two matches. In singles
competition, Herold is 5-4, Norrls
3-1.
The times for the next three
home tennis matches are:
Today, Marshall 2 p.m.
Tomorrow, Notre Dame 3 p.m.
Saturday, Kent State, 1 p.m.
The freshman game on Saturday
will also be at 1 p.m.
All matches are played on the
Varsity Courts located behind the
Ice Arena.

BG nine drops pair
By DAVID EGBERT
Assistant Sports Editor
0..0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-O
rip; re's no exploding scoreboard
down at Columbus on the Ohio State
baseball field. If there was. Us
for certain that the Bowling
Green's diamond squad wouldn't
have set It off as they accimvlated 14 big gooseggs In dropping
two seven Inning shutouts to the
Buckeyes yesterday.
The Falcons sent Jim Lelnlnger
to the hill in the opener but a
lack of hitting support turned an
adequate pitching effort into a
3-0 setback.
Lelnlnger's record i'opped to
1-2 as Ohio State's Jim ".allies
allowed the Falcons only a two •

in'.

Head coach Bob Gill has been
pleased with the way his team has
been progressing, especially after
last week's match, and particularly with the three victories out of
three doubles matches.
"I'm real happy with our doubles
play," Gill said. "We have less
problems in singles, and close
matches are usually determined
by doubles play, so we spend more
time in practice on our doubles,"
Gill said. "The team of Herold and
Goldner has been a pleasant surprise."
In commenting on the four matches ahead of him (his week, Gill was
confident for a successful series.
"The way we're playing now,
all four of the teams are going to
have a tough time if they want to
beat us," he said.
In singles competition, Dennis
Cavanaugh added two weekend victories to raise his record to 6-3.
Mike Miller, previously unbeaten
In 7 matches, stretched his streak
to nine. Mike Costello, the number
three man, boosted his record also
to 6-3.

Frosh golfers
finish second
COLUM3US--The freshman golf
team produced the brightest note
on the "links scene" lately with
a second place finish in the Ohio
State invitational (six team) golf
tournament.
The frosh bested
some of the scores managed by their
varsity counterparts on the samicourse earlier in the season.
Paced by the 77, two round
total of Rick Faulk, the freshman
team conblned for a 402 total.
This backed up the Ohio State
total of 401. Ohio University was
also close on the Buckeyes trail
with a 403.
Faulk's 77 on the Scarlet course
on the Ohio State campus was one
off of the medal winning 76 carded
by State's Loren Dickinson. Faulk
recorded a 35 on the front nine
and then a 42. The 35 was one
under par for the nine and was
the lowest nine hole score of the
match. Dickinson combined a 40
and 36 to win the honors.
Stu Friedman and Steve Bursa
carded 80*s for the Falcons while
team-nates Dave Vanosdall and Jim
Stone managed a 81 and 84 respectively.
The freshman, now 4-1, will
now move on to the Ball State
invitational on May 6 In Muncle,
Indiana where eight teams will
compete. Coach John Piper also
expects his golfers to get another
chance at the Buckeyes in this
match.

Golf tournament
The Undergraduate Alumni Association is sponsoring a Invitational golf tournament to be held
this Saturday at the University
golf course.
Faculty, students
and administrators are eligible
for the two-man, best-ball competition.
All entry forms and fees ($2)
are to be returned to the UAA
office today. Prizes will be awarded in each handicap bracket (under
25 and over 25).

out, sixth Inning single to second
baseman Jim Knox.
The Bucks scored the only run
they needed In the fourth on a leadoff double, a passed ball and RBI
single. They pushed two Insurance
runs across In the bottom of the
sixth on three straight one-out
singles.
It was believed that improvement
would have to be shown in pitching and defense If the Buckeyes
were to rise above last season's
disappointing 16-20 mark. Errorless ball and two scoreless hurling Jobs are Just that. Geddes,
who was In comnand ill the way,
hurled only one frama In '68.
Tom Thels took his first loss of
the campaign In the nightcap after
running Into trouble in a three
run second inning.
The big blow of the inning was
a bases-loaded single by Mike
Polaskl, knocking in two runs. Polaskl, a safety man on the football team, is highly regarded as
a shortstop.
Bowling Green only managed
four sx'etles with leftflelder Greg

Miller the only Falcon rapping two.
Jim McKenzie had a single and
Mike Harris picked up a double
to go along with Miller's one and
two base knocks.
The twin shutouts were nothing
new as BG d -opped a 10-0 skunking last season. In the last nine
games this season, Bowling Green
has been shutout four times.
Coach Dick Young made a few
lineup changes for the doubleheader, inserting Ed Platter in left
field and Greg WUie behind the
plate for the opener while Harris
replaced McKeazle In centerfleld
for the nightcap.
The double setback dropped
Bowling Green's record to 13-11
while Ohio State raised Its mark
to within one of .500 at 9-10.
1st Game
BG
0000000 — 013
OSU 000102X— 360
BG
OSU

2nl Game
0000000 — 042
030000 X -- 333

Strong defensive unit
heads football squad
By GARY DAVIS
Sports Editor
Defense has been the greatest
source of manpower In Bowling
Green football long enough to establish the Falcons In respected circles. Nothing drastic has happened
to alter the outlook either.
In Saturday's spring game, the
second string offense has the unenviable and awesome task of trying to move probably the MAC'S
strongest front seven. Here's a
chore for any first string offense,
as the Falcons limited the 10 foes
to a mere 14.7 points a game In
the '68 season.
Coach Don Nehlen who specialized In defense before assuming
the head ro'.e, takes extensive
pride In the unit, which finished
10th In the nation In total defense.
"I'll be extremely dlssappolnted
DEFENSE SHINES-The key to BG's attack of MAC foes this fall
If we are not better this year,"
said Nehlen, "this is our strongrests with the defensive
unit that
has played" well this
est area of manpower."
spring. Practice ends Saturday with the annual intrasquad game.
Graduation stripped two starters
(Photos by Gregg Daniels)
from the line In linebacker Denny
Zolclak and end Tom ftandrlng,
but Nehlen is confident that their
replacements are very capable.
Possibly the only defensive concerns come In the secondary where
Tin? Rugby Club continued Its scoring at 20-5.
Denison threatened In the closing graduation eliminated five of the
winning ways Saturday by routing
a hard-hitting Denison Club 20-5 minutes of the half but as the back seven grldders working in the
crossed the line, an alert play by backfleld last season.
on the losers' pitch (field).
When the Falcons headed into the
Winger Butch Falk's excellent scrum half Dale Bungard jarred the
runn,.ig was again the spark as he ball loose before it could be touched 20-day spring session, it was both
scored three trys for nine points. down. BG recovered In the endzone the offensive and defensive backto erase the sure Denison three. fields topping the talent search.
Fullback Jack Albanese sparked Oddly enough, the defensive search
The Falcons took the lead late
in the first half as Falk slipped the BG defense by returning all the led Nehlen to the offense for rethrough the Denison defense into Denison kicks from 3G territory, cruits in Honester Davidson and
the open field for his first try. keeping the opponents scoring op- Greg Mi Inn. Davidson at left halfat a minimum.
back and Shlnnat monster back are
Rick Schneider added a two-point portunities
The victory upped the club record making the adjustments to conclude
conversion to Falk's three, making
to 6-1 In its first season against the patchup work of an otherwise
the score 5-0.
sound defense.
Action see-sawed in the first veteran competition.
The ruggers travel to West Vir"They still have a lot to learn,"
half as "ooth teams played aggresthis weekend to do battle with said Nehlen, "but I'm pleased with
sive defense. Monty Mlakar was ginia
side-lined with a knee Injury, leav- a fine team from Wheeling Co'.lege. the progress so far.','
The next home game will be SatJoining the duo in the backfleld
ing the Falcon Club a man short
urday, May 10, against the Univer- will be Larry Kelley at safety and
for the rest of the game.
Denison did manage to tie the sity of Waterloo (Canada) on Ster- Bill Demtng at right halfback.
Kelley worked consistently In the
ling Farm.
score at half time 5-5.
secondary last campaign, but DemPety Eby drove Into a pack of
lng
was slowed when an Injury
Denison defenders In the end zone.
sidelined him Tor four weeks. The
Tie ball was pulled loose, howproblem facing the Falcons Is deever, and Denison recovered to
veloping the
necessary depth.
nullify a BG score.
The Falcons will conclude
Terry Bork, who could also funcFalk out-maneuvered the defense
their spring football drills with
tion at quarterback, Is listed for
again In the second half to chalk
the annual Brown and White
help in the secondary at several
up his second try. Schneider again
lntersquad game Saturday at
positions.
converted to put the Falcons on
2 p.m. at Doyt Perry Stadium.
Depth and experience are hardly
top 10-5.
This will give Interested fans
the problem on the line. John SzyThe next attempt failed as a
a preview of the '69 season
chowskl (LE) and Phil Villaplano
mad pile up on the goal line left
and get a sneak look at the
(RE) are tabbed for starting roles
hooker Tim Fox Ju >t inches short
changes that second year tutor
there, with Ron Comer providing
of a sure three points.
Don Nehlen has made.
the backup chores possible at eithEby broke Into the scoring colThe first string offense and
er position.
umn after taking a pass from Falk
defense will team up and battle
Tom I.loyd and co-captain Dave
about ten yards out and driving Into
the second stringers In a reRoese
are not to be budged at
the endzone. A Schneider kick gave
gulation game.
their tackle slots, and with the
the Falcons two more to up their
Scrimmage sessions are beaddition of capable backups, Nehlead to 15-5.
ing held today and tomorrow to
len figures to have ample depth.
Falk then picked up his third
round out the alloted 20 sessions
Freshman l.arry Wltherspoon Is
score after taking a Denison kick
with work on kicking In the
making strong headway In the repast the home club for three more.
final week.
serve role. "We could have more
Schneider again converted to end

Ruggers top Denison, 20-5

depth at this one position than at
any time at Bowling Green," said
Nehlen, "we have some real good
football players."
Dave Polak returns for action at
left linebacker, while Bob Simmons
gears to become Zolclak's successor.
Anchoring the middle of the line
at middle guard, Is All-Amerlcan
co-captain Joe Green. Achnowledged as one not to run against,
Greon almost nudged out Miami's
linebacker Bob Bablch for the
leagues' most valuable player
award.
"If our front seven is not the
best in the league, I'll be extremely dlssappolnted," said Nehlen, for the lack of a stronger
expression.
The experienced line will probably be called on to pick up some
slack until the untested secondary
rounds out.
"We must get a good pass rush,"
said Nehlen. Speaking of last year
he added, "at times we had good
efforts, but this is one thing we
did poorly overall, and it's going
to be better. We made some adjustments that are going to help."

Football game
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HIT "EM HARD--A strong Folcon defense sharpens its skills
in spring practice.
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Dr. Gyman raps education, specialization
By DIANE JOHNSON
Staff Reporter
"The typical college curriculum
Is like a smorgasbord arranged
like a Chinese menu," stated Dr.
Harry Gyman, assistant professor
of sociology. "And this smorgasbord produces poorly educated
people."
Dr. Gyman feels students are
required to specialize too early.
"Specialization Is a dead end.
It Is learning more and more
about less and less."
Ills anecdote to the problem
of specialization Is philosophy,
the most geaeral kind of study.
"The American educational system produces students Insuf-

ficiently trained In philosophy,"
stated Dr. Gyman. "Everybody
should be required to take eptheorles of knowledge, logic, and
ethics, for at least one year."
This Is Dr. Gymm's second
year at BG, having previously
taught at Harper College In Blnghamton, New York.
As a sociologist primarily Interested In' the philosophical aspect, Dr. Gym?n operates a smallgroups lab where he conducts experimental studies of Interpersonal relations.
He Is mainly Interested In the
concepts, altruism and power.
"I'm trying to define the concept of why people do something
for other people for nothing, and

how some people are able to coerce
and force other people to do thlnjs
*or them," he said.
"I'm trying to treat them as If
altruism and power are analytically related," he continued. "Altruism is a kind of social reof
lationship lndeDenrtBn*
motives
nt
and attributes."
He stated that he could not
go Into any more detail as his
ideas are still in the experimental
stages.
When asked why he decided on a
teaching career, Gyman quipped,
"I like the first fact that they
pay me to get up In front of the
class to talk. I also find my
work very interesting and very
satisfying."

Photos by Bob Levy
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Student attends shareholders meeting
By BONNIE PETEHY
Staff Reporter
David Merrlck, B-oadway producer of "Hello Dolly", business
women and men from assorted
states; newspaper people; and one
student from a mldwestern university met at the Town Hall Theatre
In New York City last Tuesday,
for the annual New York Times
Stockholders' meeting. I was that
student.

While some of the stockholders
were arriving In limousines, I
thought of my own arrival In New
York to represent the School of
Journalism's share of stock at
this meeting.
I had
given a Header's Digest grant to cover my travel expenses for three days In New Vork.
In that time, I hoped to attend the
meeting, get some material for
stories, take a tour of the Times,

Bonnie Peterv

.

and see at least a part of New York
City—all as a part of a "learning
experience."
At the meeting Itself, company
achievements of the past year and
comparisons with other years were
presented through a color film
shown on three screens, an effective method of presenting facts to a
sophisticated audience.
After the brief opening address
and ballottlng of stockholders, microphones were set up In the audience to allow stockholders to
question the board of directors.
Producer David Merrlck especially took advantage of this time to
question varying advertising rates
and to complain because entertainment ads are the most expensive.
At the back of the auditorium was
a display of other publications and
subsidiaries of the Times. As a
part of a two-part program of development and diversification, the
Times has become especially active in education and communications.
Representatives of the New York
Times help teachers in New York
City area schools to effectively use
teaching aids such as The Student
Weekly and The School Times. The
Times also markets Historic Jigsaw Puzzles and special aids such
as exercises for hand-eye coordination and perceptual motor development.
Other affiliates lnclud; radio station WQXR, Golf Digest, Arm,
Quadrangle, and New York Tlmss
Boo'is, the New York Tlmss News
Service, and records such as "U.S.
Government in Action."
I was greeted after the meeting
by Irvin S. Taubkln, director of
promotion and public relations for
the Times, one of the men who
planned the meeting. During the
hours which followed, I could not
have been treated more graciously If I had owned one million
shares of stock Instead of Just one.
Mr. Taubkln Invited me to the

Times building, which was only a
block awiy, for a tour. The Times
building Is old. It has a row of
round white gaslights with TIMES
on them, which lead to the revolving door, a newsroom which measures one city block, and presses
reaching three floors which are
anchored In bedrock—altogether 14
stories of the makings of a newspaper.
Just before
the first edition
comes out, rows of Times trucks
with the slogan "all the news that's
fit to print" line the streets like
soldiers awaiting orders.
After lunch in the public relations director's office, Mr. Taubkln took me through the various
departments and a new museum In
the building about the history of
newspapers.
Later that afternoon I was given
a special explanation of the financial and business department by
the Financial Editor Thomas Mullaney, after which I was taken on
another complete tour by a fulltime tour guide.
The Times photographer who took
my picture Invited me to the photo
department, since it was the only
section not Included on tours. They
Invited me back later that evening
to see pictures being processed and
edited, which I gladly accepted,
and watched them work until 10 p.m.
that night.
Although my day at the stockholder's meeting and at the Times
building made up the largest part
of my trip, my experience In New
York was made especially valuable to me because of all the wonderful people who helped me not
to feel alone in New York. From
the taxi driver who told me about
Carnival time In Trinidad to the
hotel detective, everyone I met
during those three days helped
make this trip a real learning
experience all the way back to
Bowling Green.

